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Abstract: Interaction and product design are challenged to solve complex,

of Things. It is a set of connected dice equipped with sensors and

oftentimes wicked problems by creating unique solutions. These solutions

actuators. Our tool is an ideation device to support early phases of co-

are created by means of exploring implied as well as actual properties of

design processes to forge creativity in stakeholders for designing for the

the problem and solution spaces and bringing them together in a unique

Internet of Things.

artifact. Conceiving fitting connections of both spaces is a task of high
uncertainty. With the increase in blending physical and non-physical
interaction in designing for the Internet of Things these problem and
solution spaces are even more challenging to explore and subsequently
to connect. We present the process of designing Loaded Dice, a tool to
design smart connected products for experiences within the Internet
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Introduction

We present Loaded Dice as a prototype of a co-design tool that fosters this

The utilization of connected sensors and actuators opens up a design

for smart devices. Loaded Dice are two wirelessly connected Arduino

space for devices that are smart, fun and pleasurable. Yet this design

based cubes. One of the devices is equipped with a different sensor on

space remains underexplored. Such smart connected devices usually

each of its six sides, while the other is equipped with a different actuator

consist of a variety of sensors, actuators and networks in between.

on each side. Whichever side is on top is active and communicates

Neither their interplay nor their emerging properties are simple to

wirelessly over distance with the other cube. Stakeholders become

present and to imagine first hand, but have to be experienced.

spontaneously part of a creative problem-solution pairing process for

Additionally, sensors and actuators often come as single devices, e.g.

co-designing smart connected products. Users can explore serendipitous

Nest (https://nest.com, visited January 19, 2017), Fitbit (https://www.

and poetic ways to explore alternative communication situations between

fitbit.com/, visited January 19, 2017). The connection of these tools are

two people in co-design activities, at home, in a distant or asymmetrical

usually bound by the possibilities of commercially available products, e.g.

relationship.

exploration, serendipity and experience-in-failure in co-creating scenarios

LittleBits (http://littlebits.cc/, visited January 19, 2017), while on
the other side standalone sensors and actuators bought as building

In this paper we will give a brief overview about related smart connected

pieces would have to be encased for proper usage and their interplay

devices, both from an academia and industry. From there we will shift our

envisioned, sketched and programmed, e.g. Arduino (https://www.

focus from single devices to connections between those. After giving the

arduino.cc/, visited January 19, 2017).

reader an idea about the range of interactions and implications covered
by smart connected devices, we will introduce the methodology behind

Thus we have been co-creating shapes that break common apprehension

our co-design tool. Then we will present our co-design tool Loaded Dice

for sensors and actuators in order to support preliterate ways to explore

from its exterior to its interior and show our results from their usage in

these components for actual, practical, sensory as well as random inquiry.

workshop concepts. The paper closes with a discussion and shows the

We also want to enable people to engage in serendipitous - even

next envisioned step in further development of the Loaded Dice.

seemingly random - connections to explore sensor-actuator networks and
the playful trial-and-error of their smart connection.
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Related Work: Smart Connected
Devices
In the first part of this section we will present a variety of artifacts, both
from academia and industry to describe the overall scope of solutions
within the design space of smart connected devices. Usage scenarios for
the Internet of Things (IoT) range from body worn devices to enhance
ourselves (FitBit) or our homes (Nest) to trash cans that report their
filling level, eg. Barcelona Smart City (http://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/
estrategiadigital/en, visited January 19, 2017). As disparate as these
examples seem, they all share the embedding of sensors and actuators
into physical objects and situations. Further, these examples show how
organizing smart connected devices in networks deliver greater value
on various levels to users, homes or the environment. As an example of
the enormous scope of these artifacts, we will briefly look more closely
into smart devices that can be placed on the body. They are capable of
measuring biological phenomena like heartbeat or blood pressure and
therefore help interpreting their quality, e.g. of sleep or track physical
activities, e.g. FitBit, Activité (http://www.withings.com/eu/de/products/
activite-steel, visited January 19, 2017). Other products like June (https://
www.junebynetatmo.com/, visited January 19, 2017) enable to measure
external phenomena as the amount of received UV-Light during a day
to prevent the skin from an over-exposition of the sunlight. Though

many products tend to support healthy behaviors, some smart devices
are addressed purely to leisure activities, e.g. Soundbrenner (http://
www.soundbrenner.com/, visited January 19, 2017), a metronome using
vibrations instead of acoustics. Thanks to new possibilities offered by
advanced wireless technologies for connecting products over distance
(WLAN, Bluetooth), unforeseen ways for communication emerge. Sensors
open possibilities for catching information that actuators may represent
in manifold ways. Connecting sensors and actuators over distance for
example opens up a design space for new forms of relationship with
the environment and with others and could meet needs that traditional
communication (phone, texting, email) cannot. Also it does so on
several scales, e.g. device-device, but also device-human and even
human-human. For example, El Nino (Weng 2012) and kon.takt (http://
www.luise-dettbarn.de/portfolio/kon-takt, visited January 19, 2017)
propose new modalities for long way communication for couples. While
El Nino can transmit emotions by abstracted facial expressions, kon.
takt uses sensors and motors to simulate reciprocal behavior between
two cupboards and thereby transmit the idea of human presence.
Habsense (http://jeremielasnier.com/Habsense, visited January 19, 2017)
propose to explore the new ways for communication offered by sensors
and actuators: e.g. indicate the presence of a person on a particular
place like on a sofa by transmitting the body heat of a person remotely
through temperature sensor and heating module. Gaze Beyond (http://
gazebeyond.tumblr.com/, visited January 19, 2017) from Liana Lessa uses
232

a compass to communicate couples the direction each one is facing by

the Loaded Dice, and reconstructive-minded project stages like their

colored LEDs in a piece of jewelry. IoT kettle is a smart companion to a

iterative application and evaluation for the participatory process.

regular household kettle, to share the daily routine of making tea over a
distance (Brereton et al. 2015). As can be seen many of the new projects
tend towards a more poetic interpretation of input and output than
standard computer hard- and software. This poses new challenges for the

Drawing from existing prototyping tools we identified two methodological
challenges. Tools for a co-design ideation like the KnowCards (http://
know-cards.myshopify.com/, visited January 19, 2017) provide support

concerned design processes.

for basic brainstorming up to the analysis of complex IoT compositions,

For the remainder of this paper we will focus on the underlying ideation

application comes with the constraint of missing the modalities of

processes for actually designing novel smart connected devices, as we

the addressed products and situations: cards can not vibrate, glow or

believe the design space for new communication ways within the IoT to

connect. Embodied prototyping devices like the littleBits allow to freely

be underexplored. As response to this issue, we developed interactive

combine sensor and actuator blocks. However applying these with

tangible tools for supporting the exploration of this design space, that we

untrained users leads in our experience to a functional exploration of the

will refer to as co-design tools.

tool - instead of unfettered ideation (Bischof 2016). Facilitators needed

additionally they can be used as educational tool. This versatility of

to play a very active role in handing over and describing the littleBits

Methodology & Co-Design Tools

and their functions. The resulting mode of ideation was very functional
and testing the limits of the possible systems. We conclude that this
targeted manipulation implies an exploration of functionality of the

By designing co-design tools we face challenges on two levels: the

particular tool instead of the design space (Costello & Edmonds 2007).

design of an appropriate interactive tool as a creative and technological

Prototyping tools to empower users and enable involvement in early

challenge and the methodical grounding of this process in data and its

project stages - such as the definition of problem and solution space -

methodological reflection. Following the paradigms of Research through

should allow a more playful and less purposeful application. This includes

Design (Gaver 2012) and Grounded Theory (Clark 2005, Suchman 2007)

the possibility for users to propose own functions, utilities and contexts

we seek to integrate constructive-minded project stages, like designing

of use, derived from their own social contexts as well as the technical
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possibility. By designing an interactive prototyping tool combining
sensors and actuators of IoT technology we seek to enable ideation
without presenting a choice of ready-made tools or seeking to testing
user acceptance. Instead we want to transport a feeling - rather than
plain textbook knowledge - for the technical possibilities and limitations
comprising the problem and solution spaces. The following prototyping
tools are thereby not products but catalysts that embody possible
functions of future products.

Co-Designing Co-Design Tools
Designing Single Usage Devices
As outlined in the previous section, the overall goal of our researchthrough-design approach was to design for exploration of future
applications and services. This is an intertwined design process of sorts,
where we design for designing. First we started choosing sensors and
actuators which are prominent in most smart technology for domestic
applications. For controlling the chosen hardware we decided for Arduino
early on. At this stage we aimed for single usage devices which would
serve only one specific purpose as well as communicate said purpose
due to their casing and shape. This communication by casing would have
formed an archetype of a certain sensor or actuator for designers and
Do-It-Yourself makers. We planned to incorporate the following sensors
- light, sound, temperature, air quality, air pressure, movement, regular

Figure 1 (top). Single Usage Devices: Wireless AC-dimmer & microphone. Photo: the authors.
Figure 2 (bottom). Sketch of software for connecting single usage devices. Photo: the authors.
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switches and dimmers - and actuators - LED, regular light bulbs, heating,
loudspeaker, motors and vibration. Fig 1 shows the planned archetype for
Microphone.
We conducted several expert workshops within our studio in order to
explore and re-design these devices. We found that single shapes are
very well capable to resemble archetypes. Yet, they tend to heavily
draw on common concepts of either mundane, domestic objects or
common IoT devices. While not being a bad thing per se, we found this
approach to be limiting the ideation process of designing not only devices
but connections among those. Instead of new designs results those
single usage devices would have been only re-imaginations of already
established common household or IoT devices. Therefore we abandoned
the initial single usage device approach in favor of an approach
focusing on rapid connection prototyping. We believed this to be more

.

imaginative for future co-designers.

Designing Loaded Dice: Basic Shapes to Embody Sensors
and Actuators
Starting all over, we decided to utilize more common shapes. Of the
platonic shapes we considered the cube as both the most versatile as
well as most feasible shape to accommodate a moderate set of sensors or
actuators (Sheridan et al. 2003, Goh et al. 2012). We deemed shapes with
more facets to be too complicated in their making and shapes with less
facets to be too limiting.
A worthwhile contribution of using cubes as a basic shape is that each
sensor or actuator can be placed on one of the cube’s sides. This allows

Figure 3 (top). Mock-Up of Actuator Die. Photo: the authors.
Figure 4 (bottom). Loaded Dice. Left: Sensor Die. Right: Actuator Die. Photo: the authors.

for an easy context change by a user manipulating the cube itself. By
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separating actuators into one and sensors into the other cube a further
context can be established for the users. Using only two cubes that can
communicate together also utilizes an underexplored feature of cubes
as design tools: random selection. By ‘random selection’ we denote
that every sensor has to be able to communicate its measured value to
every actuator that will interpret it in a meaningful way. Using this feature
co-designers will be able to experience and therefore understand the
connection aspect of sensor-actuator-networks, a key principle of the IoT.
In order for the Loaded Dice functions to enhance the product design
process it is most important for the user to quickly grasp the function
of each side. Effectively communicating the functions from Loaded
Dice to user is therefore crucial. Semiotic principles (Marcus 1998) are
efficient and useful means to achieve this. Efficiency hereby denotes the
ability for the device to convey its functions to the user, even despite

Figure 5. Example of a combination: Potentiometer & Led-Bargraph. Photo: the authors.

a potential sensory impairment, e.g. blindness. The idea is that the
interface embodies the functions of a product and enriches thereby the
product’s usability. In the case of the Loaded Dice we concentrated on
the shell as user interface contrarily to usual user-interfaces that are
dominated by visual information. In order to provide a satisfying usability
for heterogeneous user groups, we decided to use embossed 2D-patterns
integrating signifiers, that allow to be read visually as well as haptic.
We assumed basic shapes would foster an pre-literate understanding
of the dice and their functions and thereby help to overcome sensory
and cultural barriers. The design of the dice’s sides was also chosen in

as an accessible way to indicate the functions of the different sensors
and actuators. The aim was that the patterns should correspond with
non-lexical, non-abstract signs, that are self-evident, or “natural” for the
interpreters (Marcus 2003). The resulting form-function associations for
the dice are based on functional and descriptive mechanisms. Additional
interface functionalities like buttons (for turning off and on and to
manually activate a specific side) and vibration feedback were designed
too. In the next section we will show what the Loaded Dice consist of and
how they work together, starting from the outside and moving inside.

order to avoid habitual mechanisms of idea associations (i.e. imitating
home buttons). The purpose of the prototype is to engage an ideation
process with co-designers, in which explicit technological knowledge is
not the key criterion. Therefore we designed circular embossed patterns
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Sensor Die:
1. Microphone: The conical funnel canalizes the sound and indicates a mouth or earpiece, the cover represents a
hearing membrane.
1

2

2. Light Sensor: The translucent material in the middle is necessary to hide and protect the sensor, the bordering
symbolizes light beams.
3. Movement Sensor: The indentation indicates and constrains the detection angles.
4. Potentiometer: The dial indicates a kinetical function while the half-spheres of ascending size indicate scale
and range.

3

4

5. Temperature Sensor: The wave-shaped notches around a central hole for the sensor indicate shimmering heat.
6. Distance Sensor: Two holes are necessary for the function (transmitter and receiver) and reflected parallel lines
represent the technical principle of ultrasonic echo.

5

6

Actuator Die:
7. Fan: The surface covers the fan blades and suggests circular movement and air-flow.
8. Loudspeaker: The covering grid is reminiscent of abstracted stylized sound waves and indicates ascending
7

8

loudness.
9. Vibration: Three concentric grooves indicate vibration pulses.
10. Power LEDs: A translucent material in the middle is necessary to hide and protect the LEDs, the funnel
indicates a light beam or a lamp shade
11. Heating Surface: The four circular metal elements conduct heat and remind of a boiling plate.

9

10

12. LED Bargraph: The form accentuates the visual separation of the LEDs and the notion of a setting wheel with
different levels.
Figure 6 (top). Sides of Sensor Die. Photo: the authors.
Figure 7 (bottom). Sides of Actuator Die. Photo: the authors.

11

12
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Loaded Dice: Interface Design
As previously stated the Loaded Dice consist of a Sensor Die and
an Actuator Die that can communicate together via WLAN. Though
theoretically there are other parts available we decided to incorporate
the following functions into the Loaded Dice.

Loaded Dice: Inside the Dice
Creating the Loaded Dice in the aforementioned way posed serious
challenges to the product design, especially considering the technical
solution. Arduino boards with add-on shields are at the heart of the dice,
realizing both transmission as well as the software logic. This standard
hardware was enhanced by individually designed, manufactured and
assembled circuit boards. Though advantageous, this approach imposes
certain requirements like fitting all the different components inside a die’s
hull, designing and placing their interconnections and also choosing an
appropriate power source for the limited spacing. Since components are
just plugged or stacked together this allows for fast replacements or
reconfigurations. Wireless communication was a very important aspect
of the design, allowing for cable-free communication over long distances.
We aimed for reliable low latency communication at a low data rate for
short ranges (e.g. one room to the other) while keeping energy
consumption low. Because of that we selected ZigBee modules for our

Figure 8 (top). Sketching in Hardware: Sensor Die. Photo: the authors.
Figure 9. (middle). PCBs for Sensor Die and Actuator Die. Photo: the authors.
Figure 10 (bottom). Mounting of sensors on the PCB. Photo: the authors.

Loaded Dice and designed their communication pair-wise. Raw data from
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Figure 11. On the left: inside the Actuator Die. On the right: inside the Sensor Die. Photo: the authors.
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the sensors is interpreted by Arduino software at the Sensor Die’s side of
communication and then transmitted as normalized values to the
Actuator Die. Choosing Arduino allowed for great flexibility in changing
communication patterns and behavior of the Loaded Dice, both between
each other and die-to-user and vice versa. Also the value mapping of
sensors can be changed without any changes in the electronics setup itself.

Loaded Dice: Workshops
We have recently conducted a comparison of interactive co-design

Figure 12. Co-Designers during a workshop. (2015). Photo: the authors.

tools in a workshop with blind and visually impaired users (Lefeuvre
et al. 2016). In comparing their playfulness and their ability to involve
co-designers in ideation sessions, we have shown that Loaded Dice lead

came up with concepts that have been closely tied to sensational

co-designers to envision more poetic design fictions in comparison to

experience instead of combined functions. For example, one co-designer

littleBits that regularly lead to more functional design proposals. The

imagined a lapsed weather station using bird voices:

usage of Loaded Dice fosters an innovation-oriented approach to design
usage scenarios for smart connected devices that are meaningful to

Researcher:

“How do you know if it did rain overnight?”

the co-designers. Loaded Dice have been used as tool box, where the

P04:		

“I ask my Weather App since I can’t look out of the window. 		

concepts envisioned exceed the functionality of the dice by far. the users

		

Otherwise I would notice when I feel that the street is wet.”

in our workshop used Loaded Dice to brainstorm an ultrasonic-vibration-

Researcher:

“Don’t you risk getting wet feet then?”

suit (“Like a bat!”), a car-brain-interface and an electromagnetic tidy-up

P03:		

“Been there.”

system. On the other hand the usage also lead to idiosyncratic concepts

P04:		

“You also can smell whether it did rain.”

that are useful within the context of the users’ artifact ecology and their

P03:		

“Right!”

domestic environments. Based on an associative exploration co-designers

P02:		

“I feel like the birds sing more melancholically when rain is approaching.”
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This created concept is useful for blind users especially, since they need
to know how the weather is or rather has been in order to choose
appropriate clothing. In addition, the concept is not stigmatising like
talking wrist-watches, but meaningful to the blind user, while hiding the
meaning of the service from people who are not blind.

Future Work: Roll the Dice, Serendipity
As we developed our cubical tangible interactive devices, we remarked an
impressive amount of related work that made the choice of the shape of
a cube for their interactive tangible devices. For a better understanding
of the reasons of this widespread design preference, we went through
a literature review process. This helped us to determine the main
contributions of cubic shapes for interactive devices and therefore to
better develop our own ones. Many of these implications like for example
the distribution of functionalities on the respective faces of a cube
shaped device could be found in our own tools. As we went through our
analysis of these implications, we were surprised to not find an obvious
expected implication commonly met by analog cubes, especially by dice:
randomness. As the main function of our tools consists of creating a
communication over distance between one sensor and one actuator
among thirty-six possible combinations, the coupling process could be as

Figure 13. Size comparison between the actual dice and the next ones. Photo: the authors.
Figure 14. Rolling test with mock-up. Photo: the authors.

well determined by choice as by randomness. Until now, our conducted
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workshops consisted of two phases. In the first phase a usage scenario
was established. The second phase concentrated on the search for the
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feasibility we aimed for challenging the users’ creativity to find unusual
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solutions. In the second phase the technically possible implementation
was taken into consideration. This approach could lead to compromising
the developed scenario. Although we achieved good results with this
method, we would like to try a more playful method. We expect that
a reversed method, that is led by the exploration of the technological
possibilities offered by the Loaded Dice, could engage the user in a playful
session. This way, researchers’ expectation could feel less coercive for
the co-designers. We aim that serendipity could support playfulness for
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